D. Jaruszewska-Walczak
The problem (1) is a particular case of the problem of the type where g : E x C(B, R) x R n -> R. Difference schemes of the Euler type for the problem (2) were considered in [1] , [4] , [5] , [6] .
In our paper we consider the Euler difference -functional method for the problem (1) and the one -step methods more effective than this one. We give a constructive way to obtain the above mentioned methods.
Euler method for initial --boundary value problems
We will denote by Z the set of integers. The function Z( i m ) is the restriction of z to the set (fx' 2 ) -ro.xWjx^)-r, y {m) + r]) n and this restriction is shifted to the set BhLet 6 be the difference operator -> R we write rj^' = tj(xW), X W £ For the above 77 and i G Ih we define the function r/(: Io.h R by T7 (i) (t) = f?(x« + t), tel 0 . h .
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We will use the symbol F(X,Y) to denote the class of all functions from X into Y", where X and Y are sets.
In the sequell we will need the following operators Th : In the sequel we will need the following lemmas. Proof. The operator T^ has the following properties (5), (6) can be proved by the mathematical induction with respect to n. We obtain the estimate Under these assumptions we have rj^ < G 11 where w is a solution of the problem (7). Prom the assumptions it follows that lim^o h) = 0 and this ends the proof of theorem.
2) the function f satisfies inequality I f(x, y, q) -/(x, y,q)| < a(x, V(q -q)), where (x, y, q), (x, y,q) € E x C(B, R); 3) there is ao : A -»• R+ such that lim^o^oW
The estimation of the discretization error is established by our next theorem. and our assertion follows from Lemma 2.
One-step difference methods
Let he A. Suppose that $ h :E h x F(E%, R) -» R, <p h • E 0 .hUd 0 E h R are given functions.
Suppose that the function $h satisfies the Volterra condition, i.e. if
(x,y) E E h , z,z e F(El,R)
and z(x,y) = z(x,y) for (x,y) e x < x then $ h (x, y, z) = $ h (x, y, z).
We consider the one-step difference method
We say that the method (11) is convergent if for every solution v of the problem (1) 
Then the method (11) is convergent.
Proof. Let u be the solution of (1) and let z be the solution of (11). We define
Using (8) and (9) from the proof of the Theorem 1 we have
ho(* h (x®,e) + a(h) + 0(h)).
Thus eW < r)^ where % is the solution of the problem r ^(i+1) = ^(0 + h 0 a h (x^,T,) + h 0 (a(h) + 0(h)) \r)W=a 0 (h) onl 0 . h . (i)
From our assumptions it follows that lim/^o ry h = 0 and this completes the proof of Theorem 3. Now we formulate the theorem on estimation of the discretization error. (14) f *?
Proof. This follows by the same method as in Theorem 2.
The expression ), where v is the solution of the problem (1), is called the local discretization error of the method (11). It has We say that the method (11) is of order k if the local discretization error, with the solution v of suitable class, is 0(\h\ k ) .
Examples
Now we give a way to construct the methods of different orders. Let h G A Let k > 1 be integer and (x,y) € Eh-We define the sets on Ex C(B, R), where A satisfies the Assumption Hq, then we put <7 fc (z« p) = a(x^,To. h P(i)), X (i) e Ih,P e
F(I* h ,R + ).
If the function u is a solution of class C 3 of the problem (1) on E* then the first and second order derivatives with respect to x of the solution u are completely determinated by the functions /, ip and their derivatives.
We have For every solution of the system (17) we obtain the method of order 2. These methods are called the Runge-Kutta methods of order 2.
In the similar way we can construct the methods of the highter orders. We must only use the suitable Taylor's expansion instead of (16).
Numerical examples
Consider the differential-integral problem
Dxu(x,y) = F(x,y, \B u(x + t,y + s) dtds), u(x,y) = <p(x,y), (x, y) G Eq U d0E,
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where F : E x R -• R is function of variables (x,y,r). For the function w : ££ -f R and for the point (x«,y( m )) e E* h we define
